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Underpainting moderates, ff
or open pores watch out
Pupils cash out when gray
droplets form inside, syphilis
was innovative and lasting
Sounds horrifying but she’s
licking herself. Expended re-
production makes her lie else-
where pull out of where I am 
cut Badly, not just the wrong
sexual act, but the only one I
don’t care about as a
Topic … ars mutandi era’s fuck-
ing with living to be gifted for 
love, tightly lashed. Every word is 
a Lie, including omnipotence
Dominoes in French dusklip
of the camels. Voice of the shutt-
le in trying to whet now, dry-
ing castigated puppet leader in
otherwise Knockout Tan. She
tried to love him, shimmering
on the boat she said she found
the text beautiful, anyway, «and yet 
the time does not disappear» is
an aligned horizon important to
a poet who renounced her own
talent. So has satiety blunted
the appetite of our eyes. Red
feeler now is the hero. Philistine
had a secret she carried from
chamber to Realism, reddening
Shadow runs across her fore-
head, misconceiving the prop-
erties as permanent, only
to discover the Moderator
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Were two reasons for this se-
lection, one, was to—he said,
we don’t have much time
to think on Personal Dignity,
Little in the way of alcoholic
trace, if you accept what is
Bad. By your sweet ears, rum-
bling born blood ambergris
leaking strips the same color
I want to rip off the Nylon 
and be her veddy good teets
said in her CIA purposes mag.
Derivatives will push from
the back, forgiveness a cut in-
to linearity, oh how long.
How Long in historical time
King’s horses said, Oh 1 HR
and 52 minutes, Long Good-
Bye, if I was thirty I felt effaced
I sung-heaped in Grand 
Central, was late for the 
ceremony I’d never be a part
of, knowing not peace of 
twilight over the shoulder of
the woman I love. Remembered
instead all the times I felt like,
apathetic while walking
home in the AM after an
incident. Proud of the book-
shelf for holding up so many
twinges of arthritis, Erika hits
Mother wantingly, but not
wantonly. MY hands tremble
YOUR hands let myself go
blank. All the women are in-
scribed, star groups saw me
but no interest in holding. 
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If no judgement to attract
the attention of the court
If no judgement in public, 
Forgiveness at show trial 
Placid state of shrink what is
kept must be adulterated
Pay attention, in the Hericlidae, 
Demophone says POOR GIRL! 
to self-immolated Macaria’s
face … poor almost burnt peg
board … Take care, avoid
avoid … take care, Avoid …
It’s tending to it. I tend to see
it that way. As if ‘that’ were 
‘Bad.’ As in, I tend to give mat-
ernal and sexual security at
once, ‘as if’ ‘that’ ‘were Bad.’
Faithlessly, passively, obedient-
ly not enough when night
ambrosia’s brainy gulfs melts
And over your heart I watch
And over my division of night
or people-watch your Heart
For Dior, time is precious, pour
cologne over your arms to
wake us. We have a few more
pines if year’s boredom and 
appear to be serious, 
through doubt a munchkin bit
off his tit and he crieeed
for a magical negativity, Dig-
nity—he said he’d give 
the blood well I told him I didn’t
want it, you didn’t want that
blood you made a decision,
but your life—are living it along-
side and ahead of your being 
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is your life in accord with warm …
Alongside the bank walls were
Adriatic and adjacent Alpine
slices of cheekbone he got 
tired of hurting and simultaneous-
ly Writing it

Underpainting moderator
Walks into room where we
all warm, this man’s eyes fill
with blood, watch struggle
up until his cheeks, cheeks
silver stain blood, my val-
ence absent and he re-
enacts the ritual performed in 
hammer room where bare, I had  
had heartbreak up to here, Ear-
rings of Madame De, been bro-
ken-hearted up to here, broken 
hearts since heart maggots got 
grisailled, you know that car can
not heal its own puncture, 
and have been flesh-
breaker and less since I 
made sculp my trade redact, He 
killed his wife and his baby, as
though there were no one listening.
I keep talking about the peas
It’s just how I like it shipped
I don’t want one pea a 
day; I just like to feel elite
and depraved so I might 
Physically rescue the blank 
Even though my means be weak
Offensive, cloudy … commensurate
with Fear of wonderful, divine
breastplate


